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NEVILLE GODDARD
That you may receive the full benefit of these instructions, let me state now that the Bible has no reference at all to any persons who ever existed or to any event that ever occurred upon earth. The ancient story tellers were not writing history but an allegorical picture lesson of certain basic principles which they clothed in the garb of history, and they adapted these stories to the limited capacity of a most uncritical and credulous people. Throughout the centuries we have mistakenly taken personifications for persons, allegory for history, the vehicle that conveyed the instruction, for the instruction, and the gross first sense, for the ultimate sense intended. If you are looking for a Neville Goddard Reader or Neville Goddard Collection on imagination, this is the book for you. I AM, Imagination, Awareness of being, inner conversations are all related to creating our reality. Looking for Neville Goddard's Books? The Neville Goddard Collection is the book for you. Book Titles and Chapters of Neville's 10 Books At Your Command Your Faith is Your Fortune Before Abraham Was You Shall Decree The Principle of Truth Whom Seek Ye? Who AM I? I AM He Thy Will be Done No Other God The Foundation Stone To Him Who Hath Christmas Crucifixion and Resurrection THE Iapos;M-Pression Circumcision Interval of Time The Triune God Prayer The Twelve Disciples Liquid Light The Breath of Life Daniel in the Lionsapos; Den Fishing Be Ears That Hear Clairvoyance - Count of Monte Cristo Twenty-Third Psalm Gethsemane A Formula for Victory Freedom for All The Oneness of God The Name of God The Law of Creation The Secret of Feeling The Sabbath Healing Desire, The Word of God Faith The Annunciation Prayer The Art of Believing Law of Reversibility Dual Nature of Consciousness Imagination and Faith Controlled Reverie Law of Thought Transmission Good Tidings The Greatest Prayer Out of this World Thinking Forth-Dimensionally Assumptions Become Facts Power of Imagination No one to Change but Self Feeling is the Secret Law and its Operation Sleep Prayer Spirit - Feeling The Power of Awareness I AM Consciousness Power of Assumption Desire The Truth That Sets You Free Attention Attitude Renunciation Preparing your Place Creation Interference Subjective Control Acceptance The Effortless Way The Crown of the Mysteries Personal Impotence All Things Are Possible Be Ye Doers Essentials Righteousness Free Will Persistence Case Histories Failure Faith Destiny Reverence Awakened Imagination & the Search Who is your Imagination? Sealed Instructions Highways of the Inner World The Pruning Shears of Revision The Coin of Heaven It is Within Creation is Finished The Apple of Gods Eye The Search Seedtime and Harvest The End of a Golden String The Four Mighty Ones The Gift of Faith The Scale of Being The Game of Life "Time, Times and an Half" "Be Ye Wise as Serpents" The Water and the Blood A Mystical View The Law & The Promise "The Law" Imagining Creates Reality Dwell Therein Turn the Wheel Backward There is
no Fiction Subtle Threads Visionary Fancy Moods Through the Looking Glass Enter Into Things Which Do Not Appear The Potter Attitudes All Trivia The Creative Moment The Promise Four Mystical ExperiencesÂ The Neville Goddard Collection also includes 2 Lecture series.
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**Customer Reviews**

Compiled and Edited by David Allen. Well this David Allen has done it again, great job. Wish he would allow us to look inside all of his books on Neville Goddard. I am still reading this book, but anything by Neville is amazing. This is a collection of 16 lectures from various years and the 1948 lessons which consist of 5 lessons and 3 chapters from 3 of his books, "The Coin of Heaven, To Him Who Hath, and Consciousness." To have this compiled like is what I have been hovering around in my own mind and thinking and now here it is in a nutshell. Very easy to read, which some of Neville's works can be intense to grasp or if your lucky to get it very easily.

Excellent book on the art and practice of manifestation. Anyone who is serious about manifesting their dreams must read each and every book by Neville Goddard. My life changed when I took his
advice and started using it every day.

Great read! Powerful words for those interested in living their dreams. The very fact that you have found your way to this book and are reading this review.....this book is for you. Highly recommend.

I love his books. For ME life finally makes sense.
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